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mic covalent networks with rapid
stress relaxation, reprocessability and degradability
endowed by the synergy of disulfide and
hemiaminal bonds†

Siyao Zhu,‡ab Yan Wang,‡c Jiaxin Qin,ab Li Chen,ab Liying Zhang, a Yi Wei *a

and Wanshuang Liu *a

This work proposes a strategy to address the challenge of achieving rapid reprocessability of vitrimers at

mild temperatures by introducing dynamic disulfide and hemiaminal bonds into hemiaminal dynamic

covalent networks (HDCNs). The resulting HDCNs, termed HDCNs-DTDA, were prepared through

a facile polycondensation between formaldehyde and 4,4′-dithiodianiline. The dual dynamic bond

system in the HDCNs-DTDA enables rapid stress relaxation under mild temperature (65 °C for 54 s),

which is significantly faster than that observed in HDCNs containing a single dynamic bond (HDCNs-

DDM). The HDCNs-DTDA also exhibit a glass transition temperature of 96 °C, excellent solvent

resistance and high recovery rates (97%) of tensile strength after reprocessing. In addition, HDCNs-DTDA

can be easily degraded in HCl and thiol solutions at room temperature to enable chemical recyclability.

Finally, HDCNs-DTDA demonstrates fast shape memory behaviors using thermal stimulation.
Introduction

Polymeric materials, such as rubber, plastics and synthetic
bers, have been widely used in society since their invention.1

Among them, thermosets are a promising category of polymeric
materials due to their outstanding mechanical strength, excel-
lent electrical insulation, remarkable dimensional and heating
stability, and good chemical resistance.2 They have found
diverse applications in sectors such as insulating materials,
coatings, encapsulants, adhesives, and composite materials.3

However, the irreversible cross-linked networks of conventional
thermosets make them difficult to recycle, which reduces their
service time and causes environmental pollution.4 In contrast,
thermoplastic polymers can be easily recycled due to their
ability to be altered into a owing liquid state at high temper-
atures.5 Nevertheless, the complex properties including the
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mechanical properties and chemical resistance properties of
thermoplastic polymers are oen inferior to those of thermo-
sets.6 To overcome this limitation, there is a need to develop
novel polymeric materials that combine the advantages of
thermosets and thermoplastics, such as good mechanical
properties and chemical resistance, as well as reprocessability
and recyclability.

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in incor-
porating dynamic covalent bonds into thermosets to create
materials known as vitrimers or covalent adaptable networks
(CANs).7,8 These materials can offer superior reprocessability,
recyclability, and degradability without compromising the
advantages of traditional thermosets due to the dynamic
exchange and breakage of dynamic covalent bonds in cross-
linked networks under various external stimuli including high
temperature, light and pH etc.9–11 To data, researchers have
explored various types of dynamic covalent systems for CANs,
such as imine exchange,12,13 acetal,14,15 disuldes,16,17 siloxane
equilibration,18,19 transesterication,20–22 borate ester,23,24 C–C
bond exchange,25 hindered urea bonds26 and olen metath-
esis.27 Although great progress has been obtained for CANs,
achieving rapid reprocessability under mild conditions without
compromising material performance remains a challenge.
Generally, high temperatures and long processing times can
lead to energy consumption and degradation of the cross-linked
network. To address this issue, two main approaches have been
explored: regulation of the catalyst system (such as categories,
concentration, and compatibility of the catalyst) and regulation
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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of the polymer structure (such as the concentration of dynamic
units, structure, and content of the cross-linker).21,22,28–30 Several
studies have explored the impact of these approaches on CANs.
For instance, Li et al.31 prepared a dynamic epoxy vitrimer
containing a catalyst of ZnAl-layered double metal hydroxide
(ZnAl-LDH), which can achieve fast stress relaxation with
increasing ZnAl-LDH. However, the temperature (190 °C) of
stress relaxation was high. In addition, Liu et al.32 obtained
imine bond-crosslinked elastomeric vitrimers achieving fast
stress relaxation by reducing the crosslinking degree of vitri-
mers. However, this led to poor mechanical properties in vitri-
mers with lower crosslinking degrees. Recently, a novel strategy
has been proposed for achieving faster reprocessability and
stress relaxation in CANs by incorporating dual dynamic cova-
lent bonds.33,34 For example, Yang et al.35 developed a poly-
urethane material based on disulde bonds and carbamate
groups, which exhibited fast stress relaxation at moderate
temperatures.

Polyhexahydrotriazines (PHT), a highly cross-linked
network, were rst reported by Hedrick and coworkers
through the polymerization of bis(aniline) and formaldehyde at
high temperature and exhibit good mechanical properties and
acidic degradation.36 However, PHT does not contain dynamic
covalent bonds and thus cannot be reprocessed. As the
precursors of PHT, hemiaminal dynamic covalent networks
(HDCNs) can be reprocessed, self-healed and degraded under
acidic conditions. In this study, we developed novel HDCNs
with high reprocessing efficiency under mild conditions and
versatile degradability by simultaneously introducing disulde
and hemiaminal dynamic bonds into their crosslinked
networks. The structural dynamic behaviors, reprocessability
and degradability of the prepared HDCNs were investigated and
compared with their counterparts that only contained the
hemiaminal dynamic bond. In addition to the thermal and
mechanical properties, the shape memory behavior of the
prepared HDCNs was also demonstrated.
Experimental
Materials

Paraformaldehyde (PFA, $99.8%), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP, $99.5%), acetone ($99.5%), anhydrous ethanol
($99.5%), tetrahydrofuran (THF, $99.5%), N,N-dime-
thylformamide (DMF, 99.5%), chloroform (CHCl3, $99%)
hydrochloric acid (HCl, 36%), and sodium hydroxide (NaOH,
$96%) were obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co.,
Ltd., Shanghai, China. 2-Mercaptoethanol ($99%), 4,4′-dithio-
dianiline (DTDA, $98%) and 4,4′-methylenedianiline (DDM,
$98%) were purchased from Shanghai Taitan Technology Co.,
Ltd., Shanghai, China. All of the chemicals were utilized as
received without further purication.
Scheme 1 (a) Synthetic route of HDCNs DTDA from DTDA and PFA.
(b) Preparation procedures of HDCNs DTDA. (c) Synthetic route of
HDCNs from DDM and PFA.
Preparation of HDCNs-DTDA

PFA (3.8 g), distilled water (6.0 mL) and NMP (54.0 mL) were
added to a ask at room temperature and stirred at 80 °C for 2 h.
Aer the transparent solution was cooled to 50 °C, DTDA (12.5
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
g) was added and stirred homogenously for 1 h. Later, the
prepolymer solution was poured into a polytetrauoroethylene
mold and staged heated to 50 °C for 6 h, 80 °C for 2 h, and 110 °
C for 2 h. Then, the prepolymer was ground to a ne powder and
placed into the rectangular steel punch molds. The molds were
pressed at 110 °C under 0.3 MPa for 30 min. Aer cooling to the
ambient temperature, the HDCNs-DTDA samples were obtained
by demolding and polishing for various measurements. The
above preparation processes are illustrated in Scheme 1a and b.
Preparation of HDCNs-DDM

HDCNs-DDM was prepared by the same procedure as that of
HDCNs-DTDA by using DDM instead of DTDA (Scheme 1 c).
Reprocessing of HDCNs

A hot-press treatment was used to perform the reprocessing
tests. The HDCNs were ground to a ne powder and pressed at
130 °C under a pressure of 6 MPa for 5–30 min. Aer cooling to
ambient temperature, the reprocessed samples were collected.
Chemical degradation of HDCNs-DTDA

Approximately 300 mg of HDCNs-DTDA was placed in 15 mL of
2-mercaptoethanol/N,N-dimethylformamide (0.1 M) at room
temperature. The sample was removed from the solutions and
weighed aer drying. The percentage of residual weight was
calculated according to the residual weight. In addition,
approximately 25 mg of the HDCNs-DTDA fragments were
immersed into 15 mL of 0.1 M HCl solution in different organic
solvent solutions at ambient temperature. Degradation times
were recorded when the samples were completely dissolved in
the solution.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 28658–28665 | 28659
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Shape memory behavior of HDCNs-DTDA

The HDCNs-DTDA lm was cut into rectangular and triangular
shapes. The samples were temporarily deformed at 110 °C by
external force for seconds and retained their shapes at room
temperature. These samples were then heated at 110 °C to
recover their original shapes.

Characterization

Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) were obtained using
a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer, and 32 scans were recorded
from 4000 to 450 cm−1 range using the attenuated total reec-
tion (ATR) mode. The solid state 13C NMR measurement was
conducted on a Bruker Advance 400 spectrometer. The dynamic
mechanical properties were assessed using a TA Instruments
DMA Q800 equipped with a tensile clamp. Samples with
dimensions of 25 × 6 × 0.5 mm3 were scanned at a heating rate
of 3 °C, frequency of 1 Hz and oscillating amplitude of 15 mm.
Stress relaxation experiments were also carried out on a TA
Instruments DMA Q800 using the tensile mode. The rectangular
specimens (25 × 6 × 0.5 mm3) of the sample were rst equili-
brated at the preset temperature for 10 min and then applied to
a constant strain of 1.0%. The development of the relaxation
modulus value was recorded over time. Tensile testing was
measured using a Wance ETM104B-EX electronic universal
testing machine. The samples had dimensions of 40 mm
(length) × 6 mm (width) × 0.5 mm (thickness) at a crosshead
speed of 2 mm min−1. All data were based on three effective
testing results.

Results and discussion
Preparation and chemical characterization of HDCNs

HDCNs-DTDA and HDCNs-DDM were prepared by a one-pot
polycondensation between PFA and two aromatic amines
(DTDA and DDM) as shown in Scheme 1a and c. The chemical
structures of the two HDCNs were characterized by FTIR. The
Fig. 1 FTIR spectra of DTDA, HDCNs-DTDA, DDM and HDCNs-DDM.
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FTIR spectra of DTDA, HDCNs-DTDA, DDM and HDCNs-DDM
are shown in Fig. 1. Compared with the FTIR spectrum of
DTDA, the signals of primary amine at 3414 and 3334 cm−1

disappeared in the spectrum of HDCNs-DTDA, and the
appearance of the new peak at 3329 cm−1 was ascribed to the
hydroxyl from the hemiaminal group.37 The new peak at
1223 cm−1 belongs to the C–N stretching vibration in the
hemiaminal group.38 In addition, the asymmetric and
symmetric stretching vibrations of the methylene group on the
hemiaminal group are observed at 2826 and 2922 cm−1,
respectively.37 The peak at 1672 cm−1 results from the C]O
stretching vibration of the residual NMP solvent in HDCNs.39

Moreover, the characteristic peak of S–S at approximately
514 cm−1 is still maintained in the spectrum of HDCNs-DTDA.38

Similar peaks are observed in the FTIR spectra of DDM and
HDCNs-DDM. Moreover, solid state 13C NMR was also per-
formed for HDCNs-DTDA. As shown in Fig. S1,† the carbon
signals of hemiaminal group from HDCNs-DTDA are detected
at around 65 ppm. The carbon signals within the range of 100 to
150 ppm can be attributed to the aromatic carbons of HDCNs-
DTDA. It should be noted that the carbon signals of HDCNs-
DTDA in 13C NMR were similar to those of reported HDCNs.40
Stress relaxation

The dynamic response of HDCNs-DDM and HDCNs-DTDA was
characterized by temperature-dependent stress relaxation
experiments. The normalized relaxation modulus was
measured as a function of relaxation time at different temper-
atures (Fig. 2a and b). The relaxation moduli of both HDCNs
decrease over time at all temperatures, which is consistent with
the Maxwell model. The relaxation time (s) is commonly dened
as the time when the modulus is reduced to 1/e (∼37%) of the
initial modulus (G/G0 = 1/e).41 These two HDCNs show quite
different stress relaxation behaviors. The s values of HDCNs-
DTDA are much lower than those of HDCNs-DDM at the same
test temperature. Representatively, the s values of HDCNs-
DTDA and HDCNs-DDM are 124 and 512 s at 60 °C, respec-
tively. The fast relaxation behavior of HDCNs-DTDA can be
attributed to its dual dynamic network, which results in fast
topology rearrangements through the reversible exchange
reactions between dynamic covalent bonds. Furthermore, the
relationship between s and test temperature (T) follows the
Arrhenius equation, as shown in eqn (1).11

sðTÞ ¼ s0 exp

�
Ea

RT

�
(1)

where s0 is the characteristic relaxation time at innite
temperature, s is the relaxation time, R is the universal gas
constant (8.31 J mol−1 K−1) and Ea is the activation energy. The
calculated Ea values for HDCNs-DTDA and HDCNs-DDM are 80
and 131 kJ mol−1, respectively. In accordance with eqn (1), the
physical parameters suggest that the activation energy, Ea,
primarily characterizes the responsiveness of the relaxation
velocity to temperature variations rather than representing the
activation energy of exchange reactions involving acetal
bonds.42
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Stress relaxation of HDCNs-DDM (a) and HDCNs-DTDA (b) at
different temperatures. Arrhenius fitted line of the characteristic
relaxation time s versus 1000/T for HDCNs (c).

Fig. 3 Photographs of both HDCNs-DTDA before and after reproc-
essing treatment (a); representative tensile strength–strain curves of
original and reprocessed HDCNs-DDM (b) and HDCNs-DTDA (c) with
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The topology freezing transition temperature (Tv) is another
crucial parameter for HDCNs due to the temperature-
dependent behavior of topology network rearrangement in
bond exchange reactions. Typically, Tv is dened as the
temperature where the viscosity of materials reaches 1012 Pa s15.
When the temperature is above Tv, vitrimer materials undergo
a transition from a solid-like state to a viscoelastic liquid state.43

The s at Tv can be determined according to eqn (2).30

h ¼ 1

3
E

0
s (2)

where h is the viscosity (1012 Pa s) at Tv and E′ is the equilibrium
value of storage modulus in the rubbery region from DMA tests.
The obtained s at Tv was utilized in the Arrhenius' tted line
(Fig. 2c) to attain the Tv. The Tv value of HDCNs-DTDA (−6.8 °C)
is much lower than that of HDCNs-DDM (25.4 °C), which can
explain the fast relaxation behavior of HDCNs-DTDA at rela-
tively low temperatures compared to HDCNs-DDM.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Reprocessing of HDCNs

In general, thermoplastic polymers can be easily reprocessed
using thermomechanical methods such as extrusion and
injection.44 However, conventional thermosets cannot be
reprocessed through thermomechanical methods due to their
permanent crosslinked networks. Owing to the introduction
of dynamic disulde and/or hemiaminal bonds, two HDCNs
can be reprocessed by hot pressing under 6 MPa pressure at
130 °C (Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b and c present the representative
stress–strain curves of HDCNs-DDM and HDCNs-DTDA with
different processing times. Compared with HDCNs-DTDA
(38.5 MPa), the original HDCNs-DDM has a higher tensile
strength (56.2 MPa), as shown in Table 1. The reprocessed
HDCNs-DTDA can reach a high retention rate (97%) of tensile
strength with a shorter processing time (10 min). In contrast,
HDCNs-DDM need 30 min to obtain a 91% retention rate for
tensile strength. The enhanced reprocessing efficiency of
HDCNs-DTDA can be attributed to the incorporation of dual
dynamic covalent bonds (Fig. 3d).45,46 A comparison of
HDCNs-DTDA with reported vitrimers containing single
disulde or hemiaminal bonds was made in terms of
reprocessing temperature and reprocessing time, as shown in
Table S1.† Among them, HDCNs-DTDA in this work has the
lowest reprocessing temperature and shortest reprocessing
time, which would contribute to energy savings and enhances
production efficiency. In addition, all the reprocessed HDCNs
samples exhibit a slightly increased tensile modulus
compared with the corresponding original counterparts
(Table 1).

DMA measurements were conducted to evaluate the ther-
momechanical properties of the original and reprocessed
different reprocessing times. Mechanism of reversible network rear-
rangement for HDCNs-DTDA (d).

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 28658–28665 | 28661



Table 1 Tensile properties of original and reprocessed HDCNs

Samples Tensile strength (MPa) Tensile modulus (MPa) Retention of strength (%)

Original HDCNs-DDM 56.2 � 2 1706 � 68 —
Reprocessed-5 min 31.3 � 1 1787 � 74 55
Reprocessed-10 min 45.6 � 1 1773 � 73 80
Reprocessed-15 min 49.1 � 1 1782 � 53 88
Reprocessed-30 min 51.7 � 1 1718 � 84 91
Original HDCNs-DTDA 38.5 � 4 1530 � 54 —
Reprocessed-5 min 15.2 � 1 1567 � 60 39
Reprocessed-10 min 37.6 � 2 1613 � 105 97

Fig. 4 Storage modulus versus temperature curves of original and
reprocessed HDCNs-DDM (a) and HDCNs-DTDA (b). Tan d versus
temperature curves of original and reprocessed HDCNs-DDM (c) and
HDCNs-DTDA (d).

Fig. 5 Thiol–disulfide bond exchange reaction between HDCNs-
DTDA and 2-mercaptoethanol (a); chemical degradation of HDCN-
DTDA in the 2-mercaptoethanol/DMF solution. (b) Percentage of
residual weight of HDCNs-DTDA as a function of time in the 2-mer-
captoethanol/DMF solution (c).
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HDCNs. The curves of storage modulus (E′) and tan d as
a function of temperature are presented in Fig. 4, and the
detailed data are displayed in Table 2. The storage moduli of the
original HDCNs-DDM and HDCNs-DTDA at 30 °C were 1552
and 1628 MPa, respectively. This indicates that both HDCNs
have acceptable rigidness as thermosetting polymers. The glass
transition temperature (Tg) of the two HDCNs was determined
by the peak temperature of the tan d versus temperature curve.
The Tg values of the original HDCNs-DDM and HDCNs-DTDA
are 109 and 96 °C, respectively. Aer reprocessing, both
HDCNs show enhanced storage modulus (30 °C) and Tg values
compared with original HDCNs, especially for HDCNs-DDM
Table 2 Thermophysical properties of pristine and reprocessed HDCNs

Samples E′ at 30 °C (MPa)

HDCNs DDM 1552
Reprocessed HDCNs DDM 1938
HDCNs DTDA 1628
Reprocessed HDCNs DTDA 1696

28662 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 28658–28665
(Table 2). This might be because the reprocessing treatment
could be regarded as a post cure process, which would result in
an increased crosslinking degree for reprocessed HDCNs.
Based on rubber elasticity theory, the cross-link density (ve) of
original and reprocessed HDCNs was calculated according to
eqn (3).11

ve ¼ E
0

3RT
(3)

where R is the gas constant, E′ is the storage modulus of
HDCNs at Tg + 50 °C, and T is the absolute temperature of the
Tg + 50 °C. As shown in Table 2, both reprocessed HDCNs show
increased cross-link density compared with the original
HDCNs. This indicates that the reprocessing treatment does
not deteriorate the thermal–mechanical properties of the two
HDCNs.
Tg (°C) E′ at Tg + 50 °C (MPa) ve (mol m−3)

109 28 7060
117 30 7202
96 18 4843
99 20 5492

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Photographs of the HDCNs-DTDA samples in different solvents
(a) before and (b) after staying for 120 h at ambient temperature.
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Chemical degradability and stability

In recent decades, developing degradable thermosetting poly-
mers has drawn increasing attention owing to the increasing
concerns about environmental protection and energy conser-
vation. Introducing degradable linkages is a well-established
method to endow thermosetting polymers with chemical
degradability.3 It has been reported that the disulde bonds can
break in the thiol solution due to the thiol–disulde bond
exchange reaction (Fig. 5a),9,47,48 and the hemiaminal networks
can degrade in the aqueous acid solution due to the breaking of
hemiaminal dynamic bonds.36 Based on the above chemical
principles, HDCNs-DTDA was immersed in the 2-mercaptoe-
thanol and HCl solutions to conrm its chemical degradability.
As shown in Fig. 5b and c, a fragment of HDCNs-DTDA can be
gradually dissolved in the thiol/DMF solution at ambient
temperature within 30 h. In addition, HDCNs-DTDA can also
chemically degrade in 0.1 M HCl solutions containing different
organic solvents (Fig. 6a). In contrast, HDCNs-DTDA is insol-
uble in aqueous HCl solution. This can be attributed to the poor
wettability of the aqueous acid solution toward HDCNs-DTDA.49

Compared with degradation in HCl/THF (24 h) and HCl/acetone
(28 h), the HDCNs-DTDA sample shows a much shorter degra-
dation time (3 h) in the HCl/ethanol solution (Fig. 6b). The
above results indicate that organic solvents have a signicant
impact on the degradation behavior of HDCNs-DTDA in the
acidic solution. Compared with vitrimers containing single
Fig. 6 Chemical degradation (a) and degradation time (b) of HDCNs-
DTDA in HCl solutions containing different organic solvents.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
disulde or hemiaminal bonds (Table S1†), HDCNs-DTDA has
optional degradation conditions (acid or thiol solution) in
practical applications.

Assessing the chemical resistance of HDCNs-DTDA is very
important due to the incorporation of disulde and hemi-
aminal groups. Herein, many HDCNs-DTDA samples were
submerged in different solvents, including NaOH solution (1
M), ethanol, acetone, THF, chloroform, DMF and NMP at
ambient temperature for 120 h. As presented in Fig. 7, HDCNs-
DTDA demonstrates excellent chemical resistance in these
solutions. Almost no changes in the sample appearance and
solvent color were observed. This reveals that HDCNs-DTDA can
be used like traditional thermosets in many elds and only
degrade under specic chemical stimuli.
Shape memory behavior

HDCNs-DTDA is expected to have thermally induced shape
memory behavior because of its viscoelastic characteristics as
investigated by DMA. As shown in Fig. 8, the rectangular and
Fig. 8 Photographs of the thermally induced shape memory behavior
of HDCNs-DTDA with different original shapes.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 28658–28665 | 28663
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triangular HDCNs-DTDA samples were rst deformed into
shapes of “L”, “U”, cone and crimp at 110 °C (above Tg).
Subsequently, the samples were immediately cooled to room
temperature to x their deformed shapes. When the samples
were reheated to 110 °C, all the samples recovered to their
initial shapes. These observations verify the shape memory
behavior of HDCNs-DTDA, and the relevant mechanism can be
explained as follows. As the temperature rises above the Tg of
HDCNs, chain segment motion and exchange reactions
between dynamic covalent bonds are activated, allowing the
external force to deform its shape.50 When the temperature
decreases to room temperature, the chain segment is immobi-
lized which xes the temporarily deformed shape. Aer
reheating to a temperature above the Tg of HDCNs-DTDA, the
potential energy can be released from crosslinked networks,
allowing HDCNs-DTDA to recover its original shape. Such
functional characteristics make shape memory polymers
a promising candidate for various applications, such as
biomedicine, aerospace, electronic components, and so
robots.51
Conclusions

In summary, this study successfully developed a recyclable
thermoset, HDCNs-DTDA, which contains dual dynamic cova-
lent bonds through a polycondensation reaction between
formaldehyde and 4,4′-dithiodianilin. Compared with HDCNs-
DDM (only containing dynamic hemiaminal groups), the
prepared HDCNs-DTDA exhibit a much faster stress relaxation
rate and shorter reprocessing time. The HDCNs-DTDA can be
rapidly reprocessed in 10 min at 130 °C under 6 MPa, which is
attributed to the rapid bond exchange reactions from dual
dynamic bonds. The thermal and mechanical properties of
HDCNs-DTDA are well retained aer reprocessing. In partic-
ular, the retention rate of tensile strength of reprocessed
HDCNs-DTDA can reach nearly 97%. The HDCNs-DTDA can be
easily degraded in the acidic or thiol solutions at room
temperature, but shows outstanding resistance to many
common organic solvents, such as conventional thermosets.
Finally, the HDCNs-DTDA also displays good shape memory
behaviors above its Tg. Given its easy synthesis and recycling
ability, HDCNs-DTDA has great potential for use in coating and
composite applications.
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